Several R&D programs are ongoing to develop the next generation of the interferometric gravitational wave detectors providing the superior sensitivity desired for refined astronomical observations. In order to obtain a wide observation band at low frequencies, the optics need to be isolated from the seismic noise. The TAMA SAS (Seismic Attenuation System) has been developed within an international collaboration between TAMA, LIGO, and some European institutes, with the main objective of achieving sufficient low frequency seismic attenuation (-180 dB at 10 HZ). The system suppresses the seismic noise well below the other noise levels starting at very low frequencies above 10 Hz. It also includes an active inertial damping system to decrease the residual motion of the optics enough to allow a stable operation of the interferometer.
Introduction
There are presently several ground-based gravitational wave (GW) laser interferometer detectors being developed or operated. These detectors (LIGO, TAMA, Virgo, GEO600) are designed for direct detection of the GWs; they have best sensitivity around 100 Hz, at relatively high frequencies, where many promising astronomical events are expected. To establish GW astronomy with these instruments, it is necessary to improve their sensitivity and the frequency reach. For this purpose a new generation of detectors with higher sensitivity and lower frequency reach is being developed. The major obstacle for a ground-based laser interferometer is the seismic disturbance at low frequency. Therefore, seismic isolators with superior low frequency attenuation performance are required. The SAS (Seismic Attenuation System) has been developed to provide reliable seismic isolation starting at 100 mHz frequency which will allow robust operation of the interferometer.
The SAS (see Figure 1 and 2) can be considered as a cascade of passive mechanical filters, with active controls to suppress resonances at low frequencies [5] .
TAMA SAS, was designed to fit into the vacuum chambers of the TAMA 300 interferometer. Ultra low frequency attenuation is realized with an inverted pendulum (IP), with resonant frequency of a few tens of mHz. Following it there are two stages of cascaded isolators implemented with low frequency vertical springs [4] . Below the lower filter a suspension platform hosts four vertical isolation springs for mirror suspension. A double pendulum mirror suspension is hooked from these springs.
Design Features of the New Suspension
In order to use TAMA SAS in the TAMA300 laser interferometers, it must be implemented with a suitable mirror suspension subsystem (SUS). The basic concept of the current TAMA mirror suspension was retained to design the SUS for the TAMA SAS µm respectively. In the prototype TAMA SAS/SUS, the role of the mirror is played by an aluminum cylinder which has the same outer dimension, mass and momenta of inertia as a real fused silica mirror of the TAMA 300 interferometer. Each mirror carries four pinshaped permanent magnets for actuation.
Although the IP has an active damping system to suppress the resonances of the SAS/SUS rigid body modes, there are some modes of the SUS which cannot be damped from it, since the active damping is obtained with local sensors and actuators on the IP To further simplify the suspension control, we implemented a coaxial recoil mass suspended from the intermediate mass. It hosts the control coils for the mirror. This configuration eliminates complicated response functions in mirror actuation. If the coils were mounted onto a structure with very different mechanical admittance than that of the mirror, there would be large asymmetry in recoil forces leaking onto the upper stages. For example, if the coils were located on a rigid frame fixed to the last attenuation filter, the mirror actuation would have complex behavior. Actuating on the mirror from a similarly suspended mass, all recoiling forces compensate and will not transmit to the upper stages.
As a result, the mirror responds as a single pendulum (Fig. 3) .
A drawback of the recoil mass is that it introduces an additional mode (the differential motion of the mirror and the recoil mass) which cannot be damped with the To determine the parameters of the mechanics and to study their characteristics, several simulations were performed with commercial and custom software [8] .
Experimental Results
In order to validate the design of the new mirror suspension, we characterized a SUS prototype passive isolation performance and controllability. For these measurements, the SUS was separated from the rest of the SAS chain and located on a rigid frame fixed on a horizontal shaker. The shaker has a 2 kW voice coil actuator acting on a movable 
Conclusions
We have designed a mirror suspension system optimized for the TAMA SAS, a novel, low frequency seismic isolator. The main features of the suspension are a passive magnetic damping on the intermediate mass, that does not spoil the isolation performance of the double pendulum, and the use of a coaxial recoil mass pendulum to simplify the mirror controls. The advantages of these features were confirmed by the measurements with a prototype suspension. [8] G.Cella, Mechanical Simulation Engine: physics, Nov. 1999, LIGO-T990106-00-E. Mechanical Simulation Engine: user's manual, Nov. 1999 , LIGO-T990107-00-E.
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